Westside Lake and Baldcypress Trees
Describing the benefits baldcypress trees have for the park, and addressing
concerns about potential leakage
Eric Robeck
10 January 2022
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Westside Lake needs cypress trees again
July 2017 (pre-restoration)

• Beautiful cypress trees and shaded areas

• No trees or shaded areas

• Smooth grass lawns

• Rough, weed-covered surface, with crumbling rock in places

• Gentle sloping shorelines, ideal for fishing
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May 2021 (post-restoration)

• Vertical, unstable shorelines with no place to sit while fishing
• Ugly fences placed to protect aquatic plants have stood for
almost two years, despite losing the plants over a year ago

Replace trees lost in
2019 at Westside Lake
• 7 cypress trees at lake margin
• 2 dry ground trees at trail
intersection (species to be
determined)
• 2 linden trees at Westside Park
parking lot (not shown) – could
be replaced with another
species

Cypress trees
Dry ground trees

• Total: 11 mature trees from
local nursery
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Google Maps satellite image taken before lake drainage

Westside Lake Wetland
June 16, 2021
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Westside Lake Wetland
June 26, 2021
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Westside Lake Wetland
September 10, 2021
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Email from Mark Grueber, MDC St. Louis County
Community Forester, to Fenton City on 12/14/2021
On Tuesday, December 7, I met with you to inspect your lake site in Westside Park and discuss the
possibility of planting trees inside of the perimeter trail around the lake. Due to the limited space, the
root structures of trees, and the liner construction of the lake, I do not recommend planting trees in
this area. Tree root depth is more a factor of available oxygen and water than species. Trees native to
wet areas will have a more fibrous and dense root system than trees indigenous to dry, upland sites.
You will commonly find heavy surface rooting in native bottomland species such as red and silver
maple, sweetgum, river birch, baldcypress and pin oak on compacted urban/suburban sites such as
this one. Planting species such as these in this area will quickly result in ruptures to the clay liner and
cause leaks.
Even smaller ornamental species will cause leaks due to the short distance to the water’s edge. A
common misconception is that tree roots grow deep in the soil or are a “mirror image” of the top of a
tree. This is false. Tree roots grow to the depth that oxygen is available (90% of absorbing roots are
within the upper 12-15” of soil) and spread 2-3 times the tree’s height from the trunk of the tree. This
means that even a 15’ tree will have roots at 30-45’ distance from the trunk. I didn’t measure the
distance from the trail to the water’s edge but it appeared that the water was no more than 15-20’
away at its maximum.
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Summary
• There is no imported clay liner along upland edges. Instead, there is native
soil under the water by the lake edge where it was exposed by excavation.
• The original landscape designers placed native baldcypress along nondam shoreline for wildlife and ascetics. They understood dam engineering,
having observed its construction.
• The lake does not leak now that the overflow drain was replaced. Yet the
old baldcypress roots remain, with the decaying roots leaving voids – if
anything, leakage would worsen.
• The proposed replacement trees, on shoreline away from dam, are
bordered by uplands. Where can the water go? Uphill into the clay soils
and the standing water table?
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Observations
• Baldcypress trees were planted in 1996 (from aerial imagery) and grew
undisturbed for 23 years.
• Although the trees were cut down and stumps chipped in 2019, there was
no effort to remove the roots and replace the soil beneath.
• The excavators removed up to 2’ of subsoil below the original (stable) 3:1
grade and did not replace it.
• The subsoil consists of low-permeability natural clay and the excavation
did not expose any engineered clay liner.
• Roots of the dead cypress trees have now decayed for almost 3 years,
their organic matter decaying to humus/void, yet no leakage has been
observed.
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Undercut western
shoreline showing natural
clay subsoil and cypress
roots
9/22/2019

~12-24”
sprayed stump (pink)

natural clay subsoil
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cypress roots

Original grade was ~3:1
and remained stable, but
slope was undercut 1-2’
during dredging and not
replaced. As a result, the
shoreline continues to
recede and is a safety
hazard that will require
remediation.
There was no clay liner in
the excavation and the
cypress roots remain.

“How to build a fish pond”… typical steps for
building a small pond/lake like Westside Lake
• A good fish pond should cover no less than half an acre and be six or eight feet deep over at least a quarter of its total surface
area. [Westside Lake is 0.86 acre and ~20 ft deep in center.]
• The ideal spot for locating a mini-lake is in a well-banked gully that can offer five acres of watershed for each acre of pond
surface. [Westside Lake’s watershed is 31.5 acres, ~36x lake surface.]
• Such a land hollow will provide a ready-made basin for your little reservoir, and any narrow section of the draw will present a
logical site for your dam.
• Always best to move the least amount of dirt to the spot where that earth can back up the greatest amount of water…
• If your property is composed of predominantly clay soil, the ground will probably seal well without any trouble.

water surface
original subsoil

The Westside Lake dam core engineering may be different than this diagram,
but its size and surrounding subsoil are typical for this type of reservoir.
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https://www.motherearthnews.com/diy/build-a-fish-pond-zmaz80mjzraw

Water table and clay subsoil can reduce leakage
• Extra liner not needed if uphill water table at or near lake level
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https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2008/5059/images/or19-0129_fig02.png

Water Infiltration (Absorption)
• All lakes above the water table, natural and artificial, lose water level over
time, due to natural absorption and evaporation.
• Infiltration rate of Westside Lake is low. It dropped only 2.5” in 4Q 2021 in
an unusually dry fall (45% below normal rainfall).
• With local annual average 38-42” rainfall, the lake overflows several times
per year.
• Watershed area is 36x lake area, so lake rises >> rainfall rate.
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Lake bed and traces of
bentonite clay “liner”
before refilling began
9/22/2019
= bentonite dustings

sump pump
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From my daily visits in
September 2019, I
observed no more than
~20 bags of bentonite
scattered in patches
around the lake floor. After
the first heavy rain, many
of these patches (which
absorb water and become
very viscous unless buried
first) washed together in a
sticky mass at the base of
the overflow drain.

How to build a pond liner with bentonite

“incorporating bentonite into the soil can help produce a successful natural soil pond liner”
http://www.bentoniteliner.com
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• Bentonite can be applied to ponds using a few different methods. Among these are sprinkling,
mixing with the native soil, and blanketing.
• Sprinkling this was the method used by contractors in 2019, small volumes; none near the shoreline
Bentonite can be “sprinkled” into the water near areas suspected of leaking in an effort to seal
them off. This is rarely effective because of the high probability that the bentonite will not land
in the area of the leak.
there is only native soil in shoreline; had an engineered mixed layer
• Mixing in with Native Soil been applied in 1996 it would have been undercut and exposed
Bentonite is blended with soil on-site to amend the quality of the soil to reduce water seepage
or leaking. In order to determine the amount of bentonite necessary for this method, you will
need to have your soil analyzed by a soil lab (typical blend is about 5%-10% by weight
bentonite/native soil). Once the analysis is complete, you should receive direction on the
percent of bentonite necessary to create a seal. This method has a much higher rate of
success than the sprinkling method.
• Blanket most effective but prohibitively expensive, hard to apply on slopes; not used
Bentonite can also be applied as a blanket over an existing pond surface. Bentonite is typically
applied 1" to 4” thick and then covered with a protective layer of soil. Once installed, the entire
site will need to be moisturized and compacted.

How to build a pond liner with bentonite

“incorporating bentonite into the soil can help produce a successful natural soil pond liner”
http://www.bentoniteliner.com

• Empty, Spreading, Mixing, Compacting
To facilitate a proper dry bentonite application, the pond must be drained, dried out, and kept dry during the construction of
the liner. Once the soil has been allowed to dry considerably, the mixing phase can begin. The bentonite is spread over
the soil at the specified application rate and then the bentonite/soil combination is uniformly mixed. Large scrapers, dozers
and discs can be used in combination to efficiently mix the soil.
• Once the soil has been well mixed with the bentonite, this combination needs to be hydrated to +- 2% of optimum moisture
content and then compacted. Compaction is necessary to reduce the voids in the soil, and help the clay particles lay flatter
together. Compaction is usually done with a sheepsfoot vibratory compactor in combination with whatever other heavy
equipment is available onsite. It is very important that no more than 6” layers or lifts be constructed at a time.
• An on-site supervisor is recommended to oversee each phase for a couple of reasons. Primarily, each soil is unique and
therefore responds differently to moisturization and compaction. Having someone with experience to be able to observe
the soil and its response will save hours of construction time and years of headaches due to a faulty pond liner. Secondly
the work can be very tedious and there is a tremendous advantage to having someone on the ground observing changes
in soil conditions to assist the equipment operators. Most contractors are used to preparing a site for building construction
where there is more grace if the soil is not perfectly prepared. Pond water is much less forgiving, and will quickly find the
areas that were inadequately constructed. If you want a pond sealed with sodium bentonite, you will need to have a
professional apply the materials for the best results.
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I witnessed Westside Lake drainage and reconstruction nearly every day for the duration of
the spring-fall 2019 project. Only a few scattered bentonite sprinklings were seen. There
was no bentonite/soil mixing or compaction, no attempt to make layers/lifts, and bentonite
was only scattered on the flatter bottom surface, not on the shoreline or slopes.

What do other professional organizations
say about baldcypress?
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Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC)
• Habitat and Conservation: Occurs in swamps, sloughs, and wet bottomland forests; widely
planted as an ornamental.
• Human Connections: A popular ornamental, this tree was planted in European landscapes as
early as 1640. Its majestic form graces many large public landscapes.
• Ecosystem Connections: Many birds, including wood ducks, eat the seeds. In addition to
providing food for wildlife, large trees provide habitat as well, supporting in their boughs nests of
many species.
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https://mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/bald-cypress

University of Florida, Institute of Food and
Agricultural Sciences (IFAS)
• Baldcypress (taxodium distichum) is ideal for wet locations, such as its native habitat of stream
banks and mucky soils, but the trees will also grow remarkably well on almost any soil, including
heavy, compacted, or poorly-drained muck, except alkaline soils with a pH above 7.5.
• They are well adapted to planting in downtown areas where there is little exposed soil. It has been
successfully used as a street tree in some communities and is being use more for this purpose.
Trees are spaced apart 18 to 20 feet in some of the nicest street tree plantings. They are also useful
on roadsides in ditches and other wet areas. They make a wonderful vertical statement in the
landscape.
• Roots are able to grow beneath sidewalks and pavement with little trouble.
• They tolerate drought better than could be expected for a tree so common to wet soils.
• Baldcypress is relatively maintenance-free, requiring pruning only to remove dead branches and
unwanted lower branches which persist on the tree.
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https://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/Pages/taxdis/taxdis.shtml

Walker Lake in Kirkwood Park, St. Louis County:
a Westside Park analogue

Walker Lake’s size, topography, and urban watershed share characteristics with Westside Park.
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City

Lake

Fenton
Kirkwood

Watershed Area

Lake Area

Ratio

Westside 32 acres

0.86 acres

36x

Walker

1.87 acres

46x

87 acres

Walker Lake’s enhancements made from a Park
Master Plan developed by Planning Design Studio

Upgrades made to Walker Lake project by Planning Design Studio based on Kirkwood’s Master Plan are listed here. Trees at the
shoreline were retained, while unsightly rip rap was removed and replaced with natural stone outcrops for fishing and walking.
These before and after pictures show how Westside Park (and other Fenton Parks) could be improved if we develop and
implement a Parks Master Plan.
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Walker Lake information from Curtis Carron,
Kirkwood’s Parks & Recreation Superintendent
• Walker Lake has a suitable, non-imported clay liner (native clay).
• Walker Lake has not leaked since it was constructed in 1991.
• Enhancements to the lake in 2011-2015 were led by Planning Design Studio (PDC), as
part of a Master Plan, and designed by PDC’s engineering partner, Insight & Design.
• The enhancements were designed to naturalize and beautify the lake –not to fix anything.
• There are 2 cypress trees at the base of the dam (shoreline side, not dam side).
• They are not concerned about the birch trees along the lake’s edge.
• Kirkwood City has no concerns over the lake or the dam losing water.
• Kirkwood manages no impoundments (lakes or ponds with bentonite or artificial liners).
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https://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/Pages/taxdis/taxdis.shtml

Pavement damage concerns
• In case pavement damage by tree roots is a concern, here are some
observations.
• Baldcypress trees are planted near water level, while asphalt path is
several feet higher.
• Tree roots seek water and remain near lake surface, not pavement.
• Pavement damage at Westside Park is caused by slope creep,
freeze/thaw cycles, and drought-induced desiccation – not tree roots.
• To the contrary, tree roots stabilize the soil and reduce pavement splitting.
• In 2020, new asphalt was laid next to existing trees without problem.
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11/30/2014

11/9/2013

Cypress trees don’t
damage pavement.
Pavement splits, usually
along contour, due to the
clay expansion/contraction
and winter freeze/thaw
cycles.

12/26/2017

In contrast, on slopes like
these, tree roots stabilize
the soil and reduce
splitting.

3/15/2019

black lines were left by
truck that cut tree down
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1/8/2022
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1/8/2022

1/8/2022

4/19/2015

1/14/2017

In closing…
My primary desire is to
bring Westside Park’s
beauty and biological
diversity back. Since the
trees were removed, the
park has not recovered.

5/15/2018
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11/15/2018

Planting the trees again, in
the same locations as
before, will not cause leaks
or damage the pavement.
Cypress trees pose no risk
away from the dam, as
shown by 20+ years of
experience.
In contrast, baldcypress
trees improve recreation,
beauty and biodiversity.
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